**WELCOME TO DAY TWO**

We really hope you enjoyed the first day of the conference and are looking forward to Day 2. It’s another full program with lots of multidisciplinary presentations. We tried to include something in the program for everyone. Be sure to stay to the end for the MDT case discussions and we look forward to seeing you tomorrow.

*Drs Allison Black and Louise Nott<br>COSA 2015 ASM Co-Convenors*

---

**PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS**

We know you often have trouble deciding which session to go to because they all sound so interesting. Here are a few we’ve selected:

- **Rare presentations and sub types**
  9:00-10:30am Concert Hall
  Chair: Peter Stanton

- **Imaging: A rare snapshot**
  11:00-12:30pm Grand Ballroom 2
  Chair: Lizbeth Kenny

- **Pregnancy and cancer**
  1:30-3:00pm Concert Hall
  Chair: Rosemary Harrup

- **Brain Teasers – Cerebral Metastasis and the MDT (case discussion)**
  4:00-5:30pm Concert Hall
  Chairs: Louise Nott and Sheryl Sim

---

**THERE’S AN APP FOR THAT!**

The conference web based app is accessible via the following link; [cosa-2015.m.asnevents.com.au](http://cosa-2015.m.asnevents.com.au). The app provides access to the most up-to-date version of the program as well as other information such as abstracts.

---

**TOM REEVE AWARD**

A highlight of the Conference Dinner is the presentation of the Tom Reeve Award for Outstanding Contributions to Cancer Care, offered annually by the Clinical Oncology Society of Australia. This award formally recognises a national leader who has made a significant contribution to cancer care through research, clinical leadership and/or community service.

Celebrating the 10th year of this prestigious award, COSA is proud to announce the 2015 recipient of the Tom Reeve Award for Outstanding Contributions to Cancer Care is Professor David Currow.

Professor Currow is the Chief Cancer Officer NSW and Chief Executive Officer of the Cancer Institute NSW. Among other things, he is also a past President of COSA. He will give his oration at the Conference Dinner tonight.

---

**COSA AGM TODAY**

12:30-1:30pm Grand Ballroom 1
All COSA members are encouraged to attend.
Lunch will be provided.

---

**GROUP MEETING**

COSA Rare Cancers Group
5:30-6:30pm Harbour View Room 1

---

**CONFERENCE DINNER – TONIGHT!**

Grand Chancellor Hotel
7:00pm drinks and dinner commences at 7:30pm

Places are still available for the Conference Dinner tonight. Chat to the ASN Events staff at the registration desk to reserve your tickets.

If you have a group of 10 people you can reserve a table to ensure you sit together.
PROGRAM CHANGES

Genetics: Are ALL cancers rare?
11:00am-12:30pm Concert Hall
11:40am (Genetics of Sarcomas abs #62) Chris Hemmings will present on behalf of Angelo Dei Tos.

Best of the Best Orals - Rare Cancers
11:00am-12:30pm Grand Ballroom 3
Timings are incorrect in the program, the correct timings are below.
11:00am Lucinda Hossack
How empowered do carriers of hereditary cancer gene mutations participating in an annual review program feel about managing their cancer risk? Abs #72
11:15am Paul Jackson
The Genomic Cancer Clinical Trial Initiative – collaboration toward achieving common goals abs #73
11:30am John Leyden
Neuroendocrine tumor (NET) Oceania patient experience: results from the first global NET patient survey - A collaboration between the International Neuroendocrine Cancer Alliance (INCA) and Novartis abs #74
11:45am Ian N Olver
Rare and uncommon cancers: impact on quality of life, psychological morbidity, and use of CAMs abs #75
12:00pm Rosemary Harrup
Management of Bone Cancers in Australian Adolescents and Young Adults (AYAs) abs #76
12:15pm Mathilda Wilding
Analysis of screening program for Von Hippel-Lindau and SDH mutation carriers abs #77

BEST OF THE BEST WINNERS

Best of the Best Orals
Clinical research: Victoria J Bray abs #18
Basic and translational: Erik W Thompson abs #28
Supportive care: Elizabeth Eakin abs #49
Epidemiology: Kelly-Anne Phillips abs #54

Best of the Best Posters
Clinical and health services research: Emily D’Arcy abs #152
Education and collaboration: Aisling Kelly abs #159

GRANT AWARD ANNOUNCEMENT

Congratulations Marliese Alexander from Peter Mac for receiving the COSA Cancer Pharmacist Group Professional Development Grant. Marliese will present her research findings at the ICHTIC in Italy. COSA would like to thank Roche for their support through an unrestricted educational grant.

MEET THE COSA TEAM

Swing by the COSA booth at the entrance to the Exhibition Hall to meet the COSA staff throughout the breaks. Come along and chat with the team to find out more about how COSA can help you. Not a COSA member? Sign up today for your chance to win a yummy gourmet hamper and a one year free membership!

TWEET TWEET

Follow COSA on Twitter @COSAoncology. Contribute to the conversation by using #COSAAPSM.

WIFI
There is complimentary wifi available for COSA delegates within the conferencing centre of the Hotel Grand Chancellor.
Network Name/SSID: COSA_Wireless
Password: cosa2015

A FUNNY THING HAPPENED ON THE WAY TO CHEMO
Luke Ryan will be signing and selling copies of his book at the rego desk today.

Prof Kate Warner AM (Governor of Tasmania) opening the conference.